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Measurement of Glacier Geophysical Properties
From InSAR Wrapped Phase

Richard R. Forster, Kenneth C. Jezek, Associate Member, IEEE, Lora Koenig, and Elias Deeb

Abstract—A method is presented for calculating longitudinal
glacier strain rates directly from the wrapped phase of an in-
terferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) interferogram
assuming the ice flow path is known. This technique enables
strain rates to be calculated for scenes lacking any velocity control
points or areas within a scene where the phase is not continuously
unwrappable from a velocity control point. The contributions
to the error in the estimate of the strain rate are evaluated, and
recommendations for appropriate SAR and InSAR parameters
are presented. An example using Radarsat-1 InSAR data of
an East Antarctic ice stream demonstrates the technique for
calculating longitudinal strain rate profiles and estimating tensile
strength of ice (186–215 kPa) from locations of crevasse initiation.
The strain rate error was found to be 17% corresponding to a
tensile strength of ice error of 5.3%

Index Terms—Glaciers, interferometric synthetic aperture
radar (InSAR), interferometry.

I. INTRODUCTION

PROJECTED global warming is expected to lead to con-
tinued reductions in the extent of glaciers [6]. In order to

predict the spatial and temporal response, and hence potential
sea level rise, models that include glacier dynamics are required.
The formulation and validation of these models requires data
such as glacier velocities from which, strain rates, stresses, and
ice strength can be deduced. Field-based measurements of these
quantities are costly to acquire due to the remote locations and
harsh conditions typical of glaciers.In situdata that are acquired
have either a limited coverage area or low spatial density [34].

A variety of remote sensing techniques have been used in
the past to measure glacier velocities and calculate strain rates.
Large-scale ice dynamic studies (beyond the scale of strain
grids) have typically used velocity fields determined by feature
tracking with repeat acquisition remote sensing data. Aerial
photographs [1], [4] provide high spatial resolution (better
than 1 m) but are limited by logistics and cost in areas such as
Antarctica. Visible and infrared satellite images from sensors
such as Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) and SPOT are more
cost effective [2], [3], [32] but are limited by clouds and long
polar nights. Feature tracking using synthetic aperture radar
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(SAR) [20], [36] does not have this limitation as it provides its
own illumination. However, all feature-tracking techniques are
limited by the presence of identifiable features and detectable
displacements between acquisitions. Even with a good dataset
and an automatic feature-tracking algorithm the velocity field
produced is spatially irregular.

Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) techniques
can produce high spatial resolution 30 m , high precision

1 cm day , uniform velocity fields over large continuous
areas 10 000 km for a single scene. Because the interfero-
metric phase is only known to modulo it must be integrated
(unwrapped) to form a continuous phase field [8]. At this point
the unwrapped phase, once corrected for topography [21], is a
direct measure of the velocity gradient field. Conversion of the
phase data into a velocity field requires knowledge of at least
one velocity control point, either a rock outcrop representing an
area of no displacement or the location of a previously mea-
sured velocity point [9]. Velocity control points for much of
Antarctica are nonexistent. Even with a control point, the ve-
locity field can only be calculated in areas where the phase is
continually unwrappable from the control point. Isolated areas
of low signal-to-noise ration (SNR), shear margins and other
areas of large differential velocity cause low phase coherence
preventing portions of the image from being unwrapped thus,
impeding glacier dynamic analysis over potentially large areas
of the ice sheet using the conventional InSAR technique. In
some cases control points are still desirable to improve the esti-
mate of the baseline.

A more recent InSAR approach, “speckle tracking,” uses only
the amplitude data, the coregistration offsets and ground con-
trol points to measure the ice displacement [10], [19], [25]. It
has the advantage of measuring absolute displacement and suc-
ceeding in areas of low coherence, but still requires ground con-
trol points in much the same way as phase unwrapped InSAR.

In this paper we present a technique for calculating glacier
geophysical properties such as longitudinal strain rates and the
tensile strength of ice directly from the wrapped phase of an in-
terferogram. Previous studies have calculated glacier strain rates
from InSAR data but they are either: 1) derived from the ve-
locity field [7], which requires additional processing steps and
velocity control points or 2) derived from unwrapped phase [5]
which requires phase unwrapping. InSAR data of an Antarctic
glacier is used as an example to demonstrate the technique. An
error analysis based on the interferometer and glacial properties
is presented followed by guidelines for selection of InSAR pa-
rameters to use when estimating strain rate from wrapped phase.
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II. DERIVATION OF LONGITUDINAL STRAIN RATE FROM INSAR

The geometry for ice-surface velocity measurement from
InSAR is shown in Fig. 1. The ice surface velocity in the flow
direction is

(1)

where is the radar line-of-sight velocity, is the radar look
angle, is the angle between the radar look and ice flow direc-
tion, and is the ice surface slope in the direction of flow [21].
Since a velocity measurement requires observations at two or
more points the anglesand change within one measurement
of but for high spatial resolution data, changes are negligible
between samples and the anglesand are assumed constant
over measurement intervals100 m.

The velocity in the radar line-of-sight can be written

(2)

where is the interferometric phase due to displacement,is
the SAR wavelength, is time between acquisitions and is
the spatially constant component of the ice surface velocity. The
first term is measured directly by the radar interferometer and
based on the phase difference due to displacement between the
two SAR acquisitions [21] and represents the spatial variability
in velocity. This is only a relative velocity as it does not include
any spatially constant velocity. The second term accounts for
the spatially constant velocity and is analogous to a base-
line velocity. The and functions project the constant ice
surface velocity to the radar line-of-sight.

The longitudinal strain rate of a glacier is the rate of change
in the velocity, with respect to distance, in the direction of
ice flow. Substituting (2) into (1) and differentiating yields
the longitudinal strain rate shown in (3), at the bottom of the
page, where is the change in distance in the direction of
ice flow, is the phase gradient in the flow direction and

, where is the satellite cross-track
direction (Fig. 1). For spaceborne systems 10 km
and flow direction changes on large glaciers are10 km
therefore, and are negligible. The term
is the change in slope along the ice flow direction and results in
a phase contribution due to vertical displacement. Over short
spatial scales, less than an ice thickness, this vertical motion
is a significant contribution to estimates of strain rate [17].
For the analysis presented here, strain rates are calculated for

Fig. 1. Geometry for ice-surface velocity measurement from InSAR (after
[21]) where�r is the radar line-of-sight,� is the radar look angle,� is the angle
between the radar look and ice flow direction,� is the ice surface slope in the
direction of flow, �V is the velocity in the direction of flow, andV andV are
the horizontal and vertical components of the ice surface velocity, respectively.

30-km-long transects with meaningful changes observed over a
several kilometer scale. The ice thickness in the region is poorly
constrained but estimated to be roughly 1–2 km. Therefore,
the larger spatial scale strain rates of interest here are not
significantly affected by the change in slope. The magnitude
of the slope ( , appearing in the denominator) is insignificant
for small slopes provided the angle between the radar look
direction and glacier flow is less than approximately 60.
The longitudinal strain rate over distances greater than an ice
thickness, for instances when the above assumptions are met,
reduces to

(4)

The phase gradient in the ice flow direction is the
fringe rate of the interferogram in the flow direction. Therefore,
the longitudinal strain rate can be calculated directly from the
wrapped phase as along as the flow direction is known.

The glacier flow direction can be estimated by several tech-
niques. Flow lines are the most direct method and have long
been observed on many SAR [31] and visible and near-infrared
satellite images [2]. Local slope generated from a DEM can be
used with the assumption that ice flows in the direction of max-
imum slope [18]. The assumption of ice flow parallel to the mar-
gins can also be used to constrain the flow direction [28].

(3)
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Fig. 2. Radarsat Antarctic Mapping Project (RAMP) mosaic [15] with box within inset showing image boundary of Figs. 3 and 4. The individual frame boundary
is approximately 100� 100 km.

III. EXAMPLE FROM ANTARCTIC INSAR DATA

A. Calculation of Strain Rate

As an example the stain rate will be calculated directly from
the wrapped phase of Radarsat-1 data which has a wavelength
of 5.6 cm (C-band) and operates at HH polarization. The InSAR
data were acquired during the Radarsat Antarctic Mapping
Project (RAMP) [15]. The entire continent of Antarctica was
mapped at 25-m resolution with the Radarsat-1 during RAMP
over a 30-day period in the fall of 1997 providing a static
“snapshot” of the ice sheet. Since Radarsat-1 has a 24-day orbit
cycle, repeat-pass InSAR data was also acquired. This example
is based on analysis of an InSAR pair for the Recovery Glacier,
East Antarctica.

The Recovery Glacier is a major outlet draining a portion of
Queen Maud Land to the Filchner Ice Shelf (Fig. 2). Feeding the
glacier is a large ice stream and tributaries, the extent of which,
are easily observable from the RAMP mosaic (Fig. 2). The shear
margins are well delineated by the strong returns from the in-
tense crevassing. The InSAR scene used in the example (Fig. 3)
straddles both of Recovery Glacier’s lateral shear margins. The

main trunk of this part of the ice stream is contained in the lower
third of the image and ice flow is from right to left. A portion of
the Shackleton Range is visible at the center right. Radarsat-1
imaged the area on September 24 and October 18, 1997 from
an ascending orbit with Standard Beam mode 2 (look angle at
swath center is 28).

The single-look-complex pair was processed using three
range and ten azimuth looks resulting in an interferogram
with approximately 50-m pixels (Fig. 4). The topographic
contribution to the phase was removed using a DEM with
approximately 30-m vertical accuracy [22]. The slower moving
ice on the flanks of the mountain is separated from the faster
moving central core by the incoherent phase within the northern
shear margin (Fig. 4).

The longitudinal strain rate along four transects was com-
puted directly from the wrapped phase of the fringe image
(Fig. 4) using (4). The transects were smoothed with a 25-pixel
wide “boxcar” moving mean. The locations of the transects are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Transect 1 [Fig. 5(a)], approximately
on the centerline of Recovery Glacier, begins with undulating
compressive flow for the first 18 km. At kilometer 19, the
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Fig. 3. Radarsat-1 Recovery Glacier amplitude image with transect lines. The dashed-box is the location of Fig. 6.

strain rate changes abruptly to strong extensional flow for the
next 4 km before returning with equal abruptness to compres-
sive flow. The remainder of the transect oscillates between
intermediate values of compressive and extensional flow. The
oscillations in strain rate are most likely due to undulations in
the basal topography. Examination of an enlarged portion of the
amplitude image (Fig. 6) near the midpoint of T1 shows that
it crosses an area of intense transverse crevassing. Up glacier
of T1 there is no indication of transverse crevassing, thus, this
represents the local crevasse initiation point.

Transect 2 parallel to T1 has similar characteristics but the
undulations prior to the large increase at 19 km have a larger
amplitude. The increase at 15 km to extensional flow peaks at
0.001 yr where no crevasses are evident (Fig. 6). However,
at 19 km where the strain rate peaks again, this time above
0.002 yr , it is coincident with crevasse initiation. Transects
3 and 4 contain strain rates0.001 yr and show no evi-
dence of crevassing on the amplitude image (Fig. 3). (While the
strain field is more complicated toward the side of the glacier

along T3 due to some lateral shear, its effects appear to be min-
imal based on the parallel flow stripes in the area, Fig. 3.) The
combined analysis of the transects constrains the crevasse ini-
tiation threshold to a longitudinal strain rate0.001 yr and

0.0025 yr for this site where mean annual temperatures are
about 30C. We assume that our computed longitudinal strain
rate is approximately equal to one of the principal strain rates
components. We think this is reasonably justified for transects
T1, T2, and T4, which are approximately located near the mid-
point of flow, and less well justified for T3, which is closer to
the margin. By symmetry we expect the shear stress and strain
rates to be zero near the midpoint. Van der Veen ([33, p. 141])
illustrates this fact for a West Antarctic ice stream. He shows
that the shear stress fall by almost 50% of its maximum value
at a distance from the outer margin equal to about 20% of the
total width. Moreover for transects T1 and T2, crevasses strike
approximately 70 to the transect line direction. Recognizing
that the crevasses will open perpendicular to the principal ex-
tensional stress, this orientation means that only about 30% of
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Fig. 4. Recovery Glacier fringe image with transect lines.

any residual shear strain rates contribute to the principal values
[14, eq. 18, p. 39].

Previous field studies have measured the critical principal
extensional strain-rate required to form transverse crevasses
in temperate [12], [13], [23], [24] and polar ice [13]. The
Meserve Glacier, Antarctica, with a 10 m-depth temperature of

28 C, was found to have a critical strain rate of 0.002 yr
[13]. Vornberger and Whillans [35] also adopted this value
for their study of crevasses on Ice Stream B, Antarctica. The
threshold of 0.002 yr is supported by our Recovery Glacier
transects (Fig. 5). A typical critical strain rate for the less brittle
temperate ice is an order of magnitude higher [24].

The critical stress required to form a transverse crevasse is of
more interest than the critical strain rate because it is indepen-
dent of ice temperature [34] and represents the tensile strength
of the ice. In Section III-B we show that the wrapped InSAR
phase can be used to calculate a geophysical property of the
glacier, its tensile strength.

B. Calculation of Tensile Strength

Previous work on two outlet glacier of the South Patagonian
Icefield (SPI) has shown the location of crevasse initiation with
SAR amplitude images combined with longitudinal strain rates
calculated from InSAR velocity measurements can be used to
estimate the tensile strength of ice [7]. Nunataks on the SPI
provided good velocity control points allowing the unwrapped
phase to be converted to an absolute velocity field. However, in
the Recovery Glacier example the nunatacks are isolated from
the core of the ice stream by poor fringes due to large differential
displacement concentrated in the shear margins. Nonetheless,
the tensile strength of the ice can be estimated directly from the
wrapped phase.

Assuming crevassing is controlled by the strain rate deep
in the ice [34], we adopt the standard constitutive relationship
to describe the ice rheology. Further we assume that lateral
strain rate is small (based on the nearly parallel flow lines in

the vicinity of Transects 1 and 2) and that we are sufficiently
close to the principal axes to ignore shear as expected near the
glacier centerline. Then, Glen’s flow law is written as

(5)

where is the temperature dependent flow parameter andis
the stress. Since ice fractures in response to absolute stress rather
than deviatoric stress the conversion to tensile strength of ice
is dependent upon the failure criteria selected. If the maximum
octahedral shear-stress (von Mises) criteria [27] is used and no
lateral strain is assumed then (5) predicts a tensile strength of
ice to be

(6)

Alternatively applying Griffith’s failure criterion [14] the ten-
sile strength of ice can be estimated as

(7)

The tensile strength of the ice for this section of Recovery
Glacier is calculated assuming the ice fractures at a longitudinal
strain rate of 0.002 yr . This value is based on the constraints
imposed by the transects (Fig. 5) coupled with crevasse loca-
tions (Figs. 3 and 6). A 10 m-depth temperature of30 C is
typical for the region [29] and used to select the flow parameter

value of 1.61E-09yr kPa [26, p. 97]. The resulting
tensile strength is 186 and 215 kPa from (7 and 8) respectively.
These strengths are within the range (130–280 kPa) calculated
by Vaughan [34] for several East Antarctic glaciers.

IV. ERRORANALYSIS

The relative error in estimating longitudinal strain rate from
InSAR wrapped phase is evaluated with regard to knowledge of
the interferometer parameters and glacier conditions. For sim-
plification the ice flow direction is assumed to be in the SAR
range direction . The longitudinal strain rate reduces to

(8)

For notation clarification, let , then the error in the
longitudinal strain rate is

(9)

where is the error in the phase gradient in the
flow direction as measured by the interferometer.

The phase measured at the interferometer is the result
of two separate physical mechanisms. There is a contribution
from the topography and from the displacement of the ice

occurring between the two observation times. The phase
due to displacement including the error terms is

(10)

The error in the measured phase is the phase noise of the in-
terferometer , therefore, the error in the phase due to
displacement can be written as

(11)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Longitudinal strain rate for transects (a) TI, (b) T2, (c) T3, and (d) T4 with locations shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

The phase noise can be determined by the coherenceand the
number of looks used to generate the interferogram [30]

(12)

The phase due to topography is

(13)

where is the magnitude of the interferometric baseline,is the
tilt angle of the baseline from the horizontal,is the elevation

and is the slant range distance from the SAR [11], [16]. The
accumulative error in the displacement phase is then

(14)

The baseline can also be described by the components perpen-
dicular and parallel to the look direction

(15)

The corresponding error in the phase gradient is shown
in (16), at the bottom of the next page, where is the distance
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Fig. 6. Enlarged portion of Fig. 3 showing crevassed area.

TABLE I
VARIABLES CONTRIBUTING TO THE ERROR IN LONGITUDINAL STRAIN RATE [(16) AND (17)]. EXAMPLE VALUESARE FROM THE

RECOVERYGLACIER SCENE (FIG. 4). THE PERCENTERRORIS EVALUATED OVER A TYPICAL RANGE OF THEVARIABLES

in the flow direction between the successive phase measurement
locations. The relative error in strain rate is then

(17)

Using typical values for the Recovery Glacier example in
(16), shown in Table I, and evaluating (17) yields a longitudinal
strain rate error of 17%. The error in the phase due to displace-
ment (16) consists of four terms. Because of the relative order
of magnitude of the variables, the phase error is most sensitive
to the second term. The magnitude of the baseline and the

DEM error are the most critical. This will be discussed in
more detail in Section V.

The tensile strength of ice calculated from the strain rate has a
reduced sensitively to error. A strain rate error of 17% produces
only a 5.3% error in tensile strength using either (6 or 7).

V. SENSITIVITY OF STRAIN RATE MEASUREMENT

TO INSAR PARAMETERS

Further analysis of the relative error provides assessment of
the strain rate sensitivity to a variety of InSAR parameters. The

(16)
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Fig. 7. Relative error in longitudinal strain rate for various InSAR datasets as a function of strain rate. The solid lines represent Radarsat-1 beam modes. The
dashed lines are ERS data, and the dotted line is JERS-1.

error analysis can also provide guidelines for selecting an ap-
propriate InSAR dataset for calculating longitudinal strain rate
from the wrapped phase. The relative error (17) is a function of

which can be divided into variables of the SAR, the interfero-
metric baseline, the InSAR processing, the DEM, and the glacier
properties.

First consider the parameters defined by the SAR itself. Since
changes in the wavelength and the look angle effect the relation-
ship between the phase gradient and the strain rate (8) they
are evaluated as a function of strain rate. The range of strain
rates used corresponds to 1–10 fringe cycles/km, beyond which
the fringe rate is approaching aliased sampling at 50-m pixels.
The relative error as a function of longitudinal strain rate
for the recently and presently orbiting SARs is shown in Fig. 7.
Each of the error curves is defined by the wavelength, look angle
and repeat time of the satellite. C-band data are available from
ERS-1 and 2 at a fixed look angle of 23and from Radarsat-1
at a variety of look angles from 10to 60 . The standard re-
peat-cycle for ERS was 35 days. There was also one-day cycle
data acquired when ERS-1 and 2 were flown in tandem orbits
separated by a single day. Limited coverage of ERS-1 three-day
repeat data are also available. Radarsat-1 is in a 24-day repeat
orbit. JERS-1 operated at L-band with a look angle of 35and
repeat time of 44 days.

Longitudinal glacier strain rates can vary over three orders
of magnitude from extremely high rates, for example on tem-
perate calving glaciers, to very low rates at the interior of ice
sheets. The preferred SAR parameters are dependent upon the
range of strain rates anticipated. For extremely high strain rates

0.02 yr the short repeat times of ERS tandem or three-day
data are the best option. (The longer repeat times of the other

datasets would theoretically produce less error but would likely
suffer temporal decorrelation in areas with strain rates this
large). Below this threshold the longer wavelength of JERS-1
is beneficial, however, the long repeat time may cause temporal
decorelation. The shorter repeat time of Radarsat-1 may be
applied providing the steeper look angles are used to reduce the
phase gradient produced from strain rates0.005 yr . Below
this level of strain rate the higher incidence angles available
from Radarsat-1 have significantly less error.

For the remainder of the parameters in (16) and (17), the
relative error is evaluated as each is ranged over typical
values with the other parameters held constant at the Recovery
Glacier values. These results are shown in the last two columns
of Table I. Over the typical range of baselines, and error in their
estimation, used for InSAR the magnitude of the baseline
is more critical than the error in its estimation Table I.
For example altering the value over a range from 50–500 m
caused the percent error to range from 4.5% to 42% respectively.
In contrast, changing the baseline error from 1 cm to
1m causes an insignificant change in the error. The baseline tilt
angle error is varied over the range corresponding to the
extremes of and (resulting in 1.00 to 0.001 ) but has
minimal affect on the strain rate error.

The coherence of the interferogram and the number
of looks used are functions of the InSAR processing.
One of the factors effecting the coherence is the success of
co-registering the image pairs. Non processing related effects
such as changes in scattering mechanisms and large strain rates
also reduce coherence. The number of looks is determined by
the spatial averaging (multilooking) of the single-look complex
image data to form the interferogram. Neither the coherence
nor the number of looks has a significant effect on .

The error in the DEM represented by is relative and cor-
responds to the pixel-to-pixel errors and not to the absolute ac-
curacy of the DEM. This error can have a significant effect on
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the ability to estimate the strain rate. Rangingfrom 1–50 m
produced an error of 1.4% to 28%.

Properties of the glacier that effect are the longitudinal
strain rate itself, and the elevation of the glacier surface. Fig. 7
demonstrates that there is less relative error at higher strain rates
for any chosen wavelength or look angle. At lower strain rates,
the phase gradient is too low and the error terms in (16), which
are independent of strain rate, produce a poor SNR. The error in
strain rate is insensitive to glacier elevation Table I.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we demonstrated a technique for extracting geo-
physical parameters of a glacier from the wrapped phase of an
InSAR interferogram. The longitudinal strain rate can be cal-
culated from the phase gradient of the interferogram assuming
the direction of ice flow is known. The tensile strength of the
ice can then be calculated from the strain rate at the location of
crevasse initiation making the assumptions of a simplified strain
field and a predictable temperature field. SAR amplitude images
typically provide the necessary information for both flow path
(in the form of flow lines) and crevasse location (from increased
backscatter).

An example using Radarsat-1 data of the Recovery Glacier
ice stream, East Antarctica, indicated the strain rate at crevasse
initiation was approximately 0.002 yr . The corresponding
tensile strength of ice ranged from 186–215 kPa depending
upon the failure criteria selected. The fact that the values
are within the range of tensile strength found for other East
Antarctic glaciers by previous field and remote sensing inves-
tigations implies the technique may be used to increase the
number of strain rate and ice strength measurements available
to the glaciological community. An error analysis for the
Recovery Glacier showed a strain rate error of 17% and a
corresponding tensile strength error of 5.3%.

Based on reducing the relative error in strain rate calculated
from wrapped phase recommendations for SAR selection and
InSAR parameters are suggested. For strain rates0.02yr
ERS tandem or three-day repeat data are required due to the
large phase gradients. For strain rates0.005yr the steep
look angles of Radarsat-1 Extended Low beam and Standard
beam S1or 35-day ERS data are required. Theoretically, JERS-1
could be used in this range of strain rates but, the 44-day repeat
cycle would likely cause temporal decorelation at these high
strain rates. Below 0.005 yr the shallower look angles avail-
able from Radarsat-1 Extended High beams and Standard Beam
S7 have considerably less error than 35-day repeat ERS data. In
general, perpendicular baselines less than 300 m with errors less
than 1 m are preferred. The relative DEM error should be less
that 30 m.
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